Abstract: In this paper, we present a super resolution imaging method based on a dynamic single pixel camera. First, the proposed method obtains subhigh-resolution (HR) images with subpixel shifts by the dynamic single pixel camera. To achieve this purpose, the patterns on the digital micromirror device are subpixel shifted instead of mechanical scanning. Then, the final HR image can be reconstructed by sub-HR images and wiener filter. In order to avoid the subpixel shifts error that caused by the instability of the system, a subpixel registration algorithm is adopted. Besides, to improve the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) performance of the measurements, a simple and effective method based on the correlation of the signal and the randomness of the noise is adopted. Compared with traditional single pixel imaging system, the proposed method has a remarkable performance at spatial resolution and SNR. The feasibility of the proposed method is demonstrated by simulations and experiments.
Introduction
In recent years, the demands for subhigh-resolution (HR) images have been increasing, for example, medical imaging, infrared imaging, intelligent monitoring, and object recognition. An HR medical image will help the doctor's diagnosis, and a HR monitor image will lead higher recognition accuracy. The most common way to improve spatial resolution is to increase the number of pixels per unit area by reducing their physics size. However, smaller pixels detect less light, which will degrades the image quality. Super resolution (SR) reconstruction is another effective way to obtain a pleasing HR image from some given input low resolution (LR) images or from current scene. In the past few years, most researchers focused the SR issue on the multiple images reconstruction and these methods always require sub-pixel shifts between image sequences [1] - [4] . Sub-pixel shifts between LR images ensure that there will be some new detail information included in HR image. Once shifts are known, a HR image can be reconstructed according these LR images by interpolation [5] , wiener filtering [6] , [7] methods or some successful retrieval algorithms [1] . Besides, the learning based methods offer a new way to acquire HR images [8] , [9] , these methods construct the relationship between HR and LR images by training dataset that contain millions of co-occurring LR-HR image patches, and the dataset are critical to the performance.
In 2006, the emergency of the compressive sensing (CS) has greatly changed the sampling pattern and retrieval scheme [10] , [11] . CS suggests that images are supposed to be compressible in a certain domain and can be exactly reconstructed by significantly fewer measurements under certain conditions. Based on CS, many interesting research topics were emerged, for example, MRI imaging [12] , CS radar [13] , wireless sensor network [14] and SR imaging [15] . Meanwhile, because the number of measurements for reconstruction can be reduced, CS also provides the possibilities of recovering a high dimension signal from its low dimension sampling. That is to say, if the signal is an image, then the resolution of the reconstructed image from low resolution sampling can be improved. The team of the Rice university developed a single pixel camera under the framework of CS firstly [15] , they used a photodiode as the detector to collect the global information of the object, realizing the CS based SR imaging. However, the resolution of the reconstructed HR image is limited by the resolution of the digital mirror device (DMD) or spatial light modulator (SLM), and there is also a further restriction that the SNR performance of the reconstructed image decreases as the resolution is increased [16] . The CS-based method in paper [17] added the degradation factors into the algorithm avoiding the image blurring and acquire the HR image. Wang et al. proposed a dynamic single-pixel compressive sensing system and subdivision scheme is used in the algorithm [18] .
In this paper, we propose a super resolution imaging method based on dynamic single pixel camera and wiener filter. Compared with dynamic single-pixel compressive sensing system in [18] , the proposed method achieves sub-pixel shifts by loading patterns with sub-pixel shifts on DMD instead of mechanical scanning, which does not require extra hardware. Also, to avoid the subpixel shifts errors caused by the tiny vibration or other unstable factors of the system, sub-pixel registration method is adopted. Besides, due to the shorter exposure time of dynamic imaging, a method of improving the SNR of the measurements is adopted and it is easy to apply in the system. After getting these high SNR sub-HR image sequences, the final HR image can be reconstructed by wiener filter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 makes a brief introduction of the traditional single pixel camera and gives a detailed analysis about the proposed SR imaging scheme. The mathematical model of the proposed method is also described in this section. In addition, the way of improving SNR is briefly illustrated. Section 3 describes the principle of the wiener filter and sub-pixel registration method. Simulations and experimental results in Section 4 are used to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. The paper is concluded on Section 5 and the principle of improving SNR is shown in the Appendix.
Proposed Dynamic Single Pixel Camera
In 2006, Donoho et al. proposed the theory of compressed sensing. The theory provides a possible way of reconstructing a high-dimension signal from its low-dimension sampling. Under the framework of CS, single pixel imaging system was developed in 2008 by the team at Rice University. The single pixel CS camera architecture is basically an optical computer (comprising a DMD, two lenses, a single photon detector, and an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter) that computes random linear measurements of the scene under view. The object is focused by biconvex lens onto a DMD which consisting of an array of N tiny mirrors.
Here, assume the object is a n × 1 vector x, and x = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 · · · x n }. DMD acts as one row of the measurement matrix mn . The observed values are represented as y = {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 . . . y m }. Then, the imaging process can be expressed as following equation:
where e noi se is noise vector, mn is a m × n matrix, for example, m = 3, n = 4. (m < n) Therefore, the measurement value y can be expressed as
If the signal x is sparse or the signal is sparse in a certain basis, then it can be recover by the reconstruction algorithms such as TV [19] or OMP [20] . Despite the single pixel imaging system improves the spatial resolution of reconstructed image, the resolution is still restricted by the DMD, and the SNR performance decreases as the resolution is increased, which makes the resolution of reconstructed HR image cannot be further improved. Furthermore, higher resolution means a larger amount of computation. Thus, it is not feasible to obtain higher resolution image by traditional single pixel camera.
To solve this problem, we propose a dynamic imaging scheme, the schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1(a) and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The object is illuminated by light source and projected on the DMD. The modulated light is then projected onto the detector and can be further convert into voltage signal. In normal conditions, in order to acquire sub-pixel shifts, the extra hardware like motion stage is needed [18] . However, considering the inertia, stepping accuracy, and speed uniformity of the motion stage, we propose to replace the hardware with the sub-pixel shifting patterns of DMD. Through this way, sub-HR image sequences with sub-pixel shifts can be reconstructed first, as shown in Fig. 2 . Binary patterns in Fig. 2 are just used to illustrate our method, and in the real experiments, patterns on the DMD are scramble Hadamard matrix, which own the elements [-1, 1]. In order to achieve Hadamard matrix by DMD, we divide the measurement process into two process. The first step is to set the distribution of DMD to [0, 1], which is shown in the Fig. 2 . Here, 0 represents the corresponding pixel is off and 1 represents open, the corresponding measurement values are Y fi r st . Then the next step is to set all the effective pixels on the DMD to 1, and the corresponding results are noted as Y second . Finally, the measurement values under Hadamard matrix can be expressed as Y = 2 × Y fi r st − Y second . Besides, the way how to achieve 1/3 pixel shift in Fig. 2 is also illustrated in part 4. We denote H L as the L th shift factor which will be loaded on the DMD, thus, the imaging process can be expressed as
where X is original sub-HR image, P is the number of sub-HR images.
Hadamard matrix is set as the measurement matrix in our proposed method. The shift factor H L combines mn is set as the new measurement matrix. (This new measurement matrix mn H L owns sub-pixel shifts compared to mn ). By (4), we can obtain the measurements
The next step is to use measurements reconstruct sub-HR images. Note, in this process (sub-HR image reconstruction phase), the measurement matrix become mn instead of mn H L . However, in the real experiments, the system error is unavoidable and the shift factor is no longerH L . We define another operatorS L as the final shift factor of the system. Thus, in the reconstruction phase, (4) can be regarded as
The reconstruction process is to obtain image S L X by measurements Y L and measurement matrix mn . We regard S L X as the L th sub-HR image, denoted as X L . Therefore, (5) can be further expressed as
Normally, is an orthonormal basis. The purpose of the dynamic single pixel camera is to obtain
To recover sub-HR image X L from measurements Y L , the traditional favorite method of least squares can be shown to fail with high probability. Instead, it has been shown that using the 1 optimizationα
We can exactly reconstruct K-sparse vectors and closely approximate compressible vectors stably with high probability using just M ≥ O (K log(N /K )) random measurements. This is a convex optimization problem and there are many alternative reconstruction techniques based on greedy, stochastic and total variation algorithms. In normal conditions, noise is inevitable, and the 1 optimization can be expressed aŝ
Solving above equation we can obtain the L th sub-HR image X L by X L = α L . Accordingly, other sub-HR images can also be reconstructed by above algorithm.
However, in the real application of above setup, the system noise is inevitable, especially for dynamic imaging system. The reason is that during the dynamic imaging process, the exposure time is shorter than static imaging, this makes the SNR of each measurement become lower. Therefore, improving the SNR of each measurement becomes very meaningful. However, traditional methods always adopt complex mathematic model [21] , which no doubt increases the complexity of the whole algorithm. Here, we adopt a simple and effective method to improve the SNR and the proposed method is easily implemented in the system. During each process of changing DMD, the photoelectric converter collects the energy of the whole scene and further converted them into voltage signal. To improve the SNR of each measurement, we improve the sampling rates of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) by M times than the frequency of DMD. Namely, for each measurement, we will obtain M digital values. For example,
Then we superimpose them and get the final measurement. The principle of the method is the correlation of the signal and the randomness of the noise. In theory, the proposed method can improve the SNR of each measurement to √ M times than before. The detailed analysis is in the Appendix.
Reconstruct Final HR Image by Sub-Pixel Registration and Wiener Filter
In [16] , the author reconstructed HR image by putting the sub-HR images into HR grids directly. It seems to be a good way. However, due to the tiny vibration of the system, the shifts information may be changed and the shift factors H may have errors. Besides, the number of the sub-HR images are matched with the resolution of HR image, this means that for higher resolution reconstruction, the imaging time will be greatly increased. In order to use less sub-HR images reconstruct HR images of same resolution and same or better performance as [16] , sub-pixel registration and wiener filter are adopted. Considering two sub-HR images X 1 and X 2 , if exists relative displacements x 0, y 0 between them in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, then their relative shifts can be obtained by calculating their normalized cross-power spectrum [22] 
where asterisk denotes complex conjugation, F 1 (u, v) and F 2 (u, v) represent the Fourier transform of sub-HR image X 1 and X 2, and (u, v) are the Fourier domain coordinates. In [23] , the inverse Fourier transform ofĉ(u, v) is compute, and Dirac delta function can be recognized as an intensity peak. The coordinate of the peak corresponds to the shift vector (x 0 , y 0 ). In our proposed method, sub-pixel shift is taken into consideration, thus, the simplest way is to interpolation by zero padding the cross-power spectrum to a lager dimensions (κM , κN ), where M, and N are the dimensions of original image. By this way, the estimated shifts with κ −1 pixel accuracy can be obtained. Next, wiener filter is adopted to generate final HR image from a sequence of sub-HR images with overlapping field of view. This allows the method to exploit the diversity of the scene to effectively increase the spatial resolution of the image. Wiener filter is an optimal estimator based on the minimum mean square error. In the framework of SR, wiener filter combines the non-uniform interpolation and restoration into a single weighted sum operation [6] . In particular, the wiener filter SR algorithm populates a common HR grid using LR frames and the registration information. In our proposed method, LR frames means sub-HR image sequences and registration information is already obtained by above registration method. The weights for each HR pixel are designed to minimize mean square error based on the relative spatial locations of the sub-HR pixels.
In the actual filtering, we form estimate for the HR pixels within a sub-window, as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 shows the relationship between sub-HR images and final HR image. The size of the subwindow can be D x, D y, respectively. Fig. 3 also shows the sub-HR pixel locations in the HR grids, and the locations information can be accurately known by registration algorithm. For example, five sub-HR images are included in the common HR girds and they are represented as red triangle, green circle and blue pentagon, yellow stars, and blank right triangle, respectively. That is to say, we use five sub-HR images to reconstruct one HR image and the size of sub-window depicted in Fig. 3 is of 3 × 3 , thus, the resolution of the reconstructed HR image is triple than sub-HR images both in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The SR reconstruction process is to recover unknown girds which exist in the sub-window. A computationally simple SR algorithm using wiener filter is used to populate common HR grid. The filter model can be expressed as [6] 
where g i is the sub-window image vector and W T i is the wiener filter which can be obtain by literature [24] . The size of the g i is computed by K i = P and the filter matrix W 
Simulation and Experimental Results
In this section, we analyze the feasibility of the proposed super-resolution imaging method by experiments and numerical simulations. The resolution of the DMD is 940 × 1140. The cell size of DMD is 7.6 μmand the active area is 6.8 μm.The modulation frequency of DMD is 1 kHz. The F-number of the lens is 8.0. To reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm, we merge the pixels of the DMD to form a 32 × 32 blocks. The schematic of merging pixels is shown in Fig. 4 .
The white small grids represent pixels in the DMD. Red and blue grids represent the merged pixels and they are modulated as scrambled Hadamard matrix. For example, nine small grids are merged into one pixel, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4(a) represents one measurement matrix (pattern) and Fig. 4(b) is the shifted measurement matrix (pattern) by 1/3 pixel in horizontal direction. Here, 1/3 pixels means one pixel in original DMD pattern and also means 1/3 pixels in the merged pattern. Fig. 4(c) shows another shifted measurement matrix (pattern) which own sub-pixel shifts in both horizontal and vertical directions. Each pattern is modulated as one column of scrambled Hadamard matrix. 
Simulation Results
The proposed method of improving SNR is verified first. Fig. 5 are the reconstructed sub-HR images with M = 5, M = 10, and M = 30, respectively. The resolution of the images are all 32 × 32. Gaussian white noise with 45 dB is added. Here, PSNR (dB) is adopted to evaluate SNR performance, and the PSNR is defined as
where M and N are the column and row numbers of an image, respectively, and e(i , j) is the difference between the original and noisy images at a pixel location. We can see from Fig. 5 and Table 1 that with the increasing of M (increasing of sampling rates), the performance of SNR is gradually getting better, and finally, SNR tends to be stable. Thus, in the actual imaging processing, we raise the sampling rates of the ADC to 1 GHz to guarantee the SNR performance of each measurements. It should be noted that increasing sampling rates does not increase the imaging time of the system.
We then verify the performance of the dynamic single pixel imaging. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis is selected as the sparse basis to guarantee the sparsity of the image. The sampling rates are set as 30%. Fig. 6 shows Lena images with the size of 32 × 32. The top five images (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) are the original sub-HR images with sub-pixel shifts between each other. The sub-pixel shifts are obtained by shift factors which will be load in the DMD patterns. We can see that these five images provide different detail information about same part, like eyes, nose and mouth. The bottom images (f), (g), (h), (i), and (j) are the reconstructed sub-HR images by CS recovery algorithm. The original scene of Fig. 6(f) is (a) , and the original scene of Fig. 6(g) is (b) . In theory, the five reconstructed sub-HR images also have the same sub-pixel shifts with original sub-HR images. The reconstruction performance can be also evaluated by PSNR (dB). The PSNR (dB) of the five reconstructed sub-HR images are 19.3682, 18.7180, 18.9287, 19.0134 and 18.5316, respectively. Table 2 shows the relationship between PSNR (dB) and sampling rates. Here, 120% means over-sampling. TVAL3 recovery algorithm is used to reconstruct sub-HR image. Next, we demonstrate the efficacy of the wiener filter algorithm using simulated image sequences. The simulated sequences are derived from the above dynamic single pixel camera. Sub-HR images own the shifts in horizontal and vertical direction, and the sub-pixel shifts can be known by registration algorithm. The moving filter with the size of D x = D y = 3. To verify the performance of the algorithm, we compare the performance with traditional interpolation algorithm. Fig. 7(a) is the reconstructed sub-HR image by dynamic pixel camera with the resolution of 32 × 32, which own the same resolution with DMD. Fig. 7(b) is the reconstructed HR image by multi-frame interpolation method. We can see that the interpolation algorithm brings some jaggy and the performance is not satisfied. Fig. 7(c) is the reconstructed HR image by our proposed method. Five sub-HR images are obtained by dynamic pixel camera firstly, and then wiener filter is adopted to estimate the unknown grids of the HR image. The resolution of the final HR image is 96 × 96. Fig. 7(d) is a letter image which obtained by dynamic single pixel camera, and the resolution is also remain 32 × 32. Fig. 7(e) is the reconstructed HR image by multi-frame interpolation method. Fig. 7(f) is the reconstructed HR image by our proposed algorithm. We can see the proposed SR method own a better performance.
Experimental Results and Analysis
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SR method realistically, we perform the SR imaging of real targets. Letter "R" and "nust" are chosen as the objects to compare with method [16] . DMD is merged into a 32 × 32 blocks and modulated as scrambled Hadamard to act as the measurement matrix in the framework of CS. The sampling rates are set as 30%. To obtain higher SNR of measurement, the sampling rate of ADC is set as 1 GHz. The parameter κ in the registration algorithm is set as 3 to acquire 1/3 pixel accuracy shifts. Fig. 8 are the SR experimental results of the two letter images. Fig. 8 (a) and (f) are two real targets. Fig. 8(b) and (g) are sub-HR images which obtained by dynamic single pixel camera, and their resolution are all 32 × 32. Fig. 8(c) and (h) are two reconstructed HR images by proposed method with five sub-HR images, and they own the resolution of 96×96. The sub-window of the wiener filter with the size of D x = D y = 3.We can see from experimental results that the proposed method effectively improves the spatial resolution of the image. Fig. 8(d) and (i) are two reconstructed HR images by the method in [16] . In order to have the same resolution with Fig. 8(c) and (h), DMD is modulated 9 × m times and nine sub-HR images are needed. Comparing with Fig. 8(c) and (h), we can see that the proposed method own a higher SNR. Besides, after sub-pixel registration we found that the shift factors had changed. Thus, putting sub-HR images directly into HR grids will affect the clarity of the image. For a better performance of reconstruction results, we increase the number of sub-HR images to seven, reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 8(e) and (j) . It is obviously that Fig. 8(e) is more clearly than Fig. 8(d) . From the results, we can see that with the increasing of the number of sub-HR images, the performance of the reconstructed HR images are improving, and the reconstruction performance of the proposed method is better than the method in [16] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a SR imaging method based on dynamic single pixel camera and wiener filter. Dynamic single pixel camera reconstructs the sub-HR image sequences with sub-pixel shifts and wiener filter populates the unknown girds of the HR image. Instead of mechanical scanning by motion stage, the proposed method achieves sub-pixel shifts by loading patterns with sub-pixel shifts on DMD. Besides, considering the dynamic imaging makes the exposure time of system shorter, we adopted a simple and effective method to improve the SNR of measurement. From numerical simulations and experimental results we can see that the proposed SR method own a better performance than the method in [16] .
Appendix
As we all know, power is proportional to the square of the voltage, thus the power of the reconstructed image signal after superimposing can be expressed as
where V i and V j are i th and j th reconstructed image signal, and C i ,j is the correlation coefficient between V i and V j , 0 ≤ C i ,j ≤ 1. Similarly, the power of noise can also expressed as (13) where V N i and V Nj are i th and j th noise signal and C N i ,j is the correlation coefficient betweenV N i and V Nj . From above conclusions we can see that the noise own the characteristics of non-correlation. Thus, C N i ,j = 0. Then, (13) can be expressed as
V N is the equivalent noise. Due to the object is move slowly, the correlation between each image signal is very high, and therefore, C i ,j = 1. Thus, (12) can be further expressed as
where V si is the image signal in i th frame, and V S represents the equivalent image signal. Thus, the SNR of power is
We note the original power SNR as SNR 0 , and the SNR 0 can be expressed as
Thus, we have the conclusion that SNR (p ow er) = M · SNR 0(p ow er) .
From (18), we can see that the power SNR is m times than before. Due to the image signal is voltage signal and it is further converted into digital signal by ADC, thus, the SNR of image is √ M times than before, as shown in
